CODE NO.
1-30831-31
1-30831 -33

ITEM
Canonet G-1I117w/ lens40mm
1/1.7 in case
Canonet G-1I117 Kit
(w/ Canolite D)

SPECIFICATIONS
-Type: 35mm lens shutter type rangefinder -camera with Electric Eye
-Picture Size: 24x36mm
-Lens: Canon lens 40mm f/1.7; 6 element, 4 group construction
with four newly developed glasses; Spectra Coated
-Viewfinder: viewfinder combined with rangefinder, bright frame
with automatic parallax correction system, aperture scale ,
exposure indicator, over/under exposure warning marks
-EE Mechanism: built-in exposure meter with CdS photocell for
fully automatic exposur.e control ; shutter speed priority system
-Exposure Meter Coupling Range: EV3.5 (f/1.7, 1/4 sec.) to EV17
(f/16,. 1/500 sec.) with ASA 100 film
-Film Speed Scale: ASA 25-800
-Power Source: one 1.3V M20 (#625) mercury battery, battery
checker built-in .
-Manual control of aperture: possible at any f/stop by releasing
EE mechanism
-ShuHer: between-the-Iens leaf type shutter ; speeds from 1/4 to
1/500 sec. plus B; X synchronization ; built-in self timer
-Flash Contacts: accessory shoe with direct contact, exclusive for
Canolite 0 ; conventional flash socket

-Canolite D: exclusive Canolite 0 for use with Canonet G-III 17;
cordless operation with direct contact in accessory shoe ; EE
circuit is coupled to shooting distance for automatic flash
photography.; powered by two 1.5V alkaline AA (penlight)
batteries
-Flash-Auto Mechanism for Other Flash Units: f/stop is coupled
to shooting distance at guide numbers 14, 20, 28 (m) with ASA
100 film; shutter release button is locked when outside coupling
range
-Film Loading: exclusive QL (Quick Loading) mechanism accepts
any standard 35mm film cassette
-Winding Lever: single-stroke, 127°; film transport indicator and
shutter cocked Jndicator built-in
-Frame Counter: Resets automatically when camera back is
opened .
-Filter Size: 48mm
-Size: 120x75x60mm (43/4 " x3 " x23/S " )
-Weight: 620g (1 lb. 5'l's oz.)

Subject to change without notice.
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SELLING POINTS
AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE, DAY OR NIGHT
a. With the G-III 17, any photographer, professional or newcomer can
get perfect exposures in any lighting, thanks to the camera's
fail-safe automatic exposure system.
b. At the beach or in the snow, the contrast may be high. By
switching the G-III 17 to manual operation, difficult exposure
situations like these pose no problem.
c. At night, the G-III 17's automatic too, with the optional and
exclusive Canolite D electronic flash unit. The user will never have
to worry again about calculating proper exposures for flash - the
Canolite D will do it for him.

TRADITIONAL CANON OPTICAL QUALITY
a. The compact, fast Canon 40mm f/1 .7 lens is superbly sharp and
perfectly color corrected. It will give the user years of sharp,
top-quality photographs.
b. Canon's experience in the production of fine optics for every
application makes the G-III 17's lens equivalent to lenses costing
many times more.

BUILT-IN BATTERY CHECKER
a. The G-III 17 owner need never worry about ruined rolls of film due
to battery failure : the strength of the battery is checked by simply
pressing a red button. A blue lamp will light when the battery is
good.

TOTAL INFORMATION VIEWFINDER
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a. The user never has to guess when his subject is in sharpest focus
with the G-III 17, thanks to its built-in coupled rangefinder and its
simple coincidence-type operation.
b. There's no danger of image cutoff in the final prints and slides
taken with the G-III 17, because of its built-in automatic parallax
correction that tells the user just what's in the picture, at every
focusing distance.
c. Full viewfinder information includes: aperture scale, exposure
indicator and over/under exposure warning marks which indicate
that either flash or a Canon ND filter must be used. The eye need
never be taken from the finder even when the action is at its peak.
d. The G-JII 17 has a built-in safety lock feature : the shutter will only
operate when light is sufficient for proper exposure. This means no
more lost frames or ruined rolls of film.

BUILT-IN SAFETY FEATURES
a. QL quick film loading system permits simple, fast and secure film
loading with any standard 3Smm film.
b. The film transport indicator shows if film is being wound through
the camera. This will prevent the possibility of unexposed rolls.
c. After closing the G-III 17's back, the user simply winds the film
advance lever until it stops. It will come to rest automatically at the
first frame, ready for exposure.
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NOMENCLATURE
Automatic/Manual Aperture Ring
Self-Timer Lever
Shutter Speed Ring
ASA Indicator Window
Automatic EE Mark

Focusing Lever

Shutter Button
Cable Release Socket
Film Plane Indicator
Viewfinder Window

Flash Socket Cover

Frame Counter
Winding Lever

Film Transport Indicator
Film Wound-up Indicator

Eyepiece
Battery Check Button

Neckstrap Eyelet

Film Rewind Button
ASA Setting Lever
Mercury Battery Compartment
Bulb Exposure Setting Lever

Exposure Symbols
Tripod Socket
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ACCESSORIES

DESCRIPTION

CODE NO.

,5-00242-20

Canolite 0

5-63061-00

Release 30
Release

4-45015-00

Canonet Hood 4

5-61111-00

Neck Strap 4 with pad

PLEASE NOTE: For further information on Canon
Rangefinder accessories, please refer to the last page
in this section.
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